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Uintah Precision 
 
Uintah Precision produces the only true bolt-action, precision upper receiver for AR 
pattern rifles. Compatible with LR-308 and AR-15 platform rifles, UPR10 and UPR15 
bolt action uppers simply pin in place of your existing upper receiver. No modifications 
or changes are needed to your lower receiver and they feed from standard magazines. 
Blending the familiarity and modularity of the AR with the precision and accuracy of a 
bolt action, Uintah Precision brings you the best of both worlds. 
 
Uintah’s uppers are available in a variety of popular calibers.  
Standard offerings for the UPR15 are 223 Wylde, 300 BLK, 6.5 Grendel, and 224 
Valkyrie.  
Standard offerings for the UPR10 are 243, 308, 6mm Creedmoor and 6.5 Creedmoor. 
Custom calibers and barrel options are available, including Proof Research barrels. 
 
UPR10 uppers currently come standard with Shilen, No. 5 profile, match grade barrels 
and have a 20 MOA rail machined into them. 
UPR15 uppers come standard with barrels produced from Preferred Barrels blanks and 
are a flat top railed upper. 
The bolts are a 3 lug design, machined from 4140 American steel and utilize a Savage 
style extractor.  
 
Uintah Precision offers both the UPR10 and UPR15 in LEFT and RIGHT handed 
configurations. 
 
Both models are compatible with most aftermarket accessories, allowing shooters to 
customize their weapon like they would any other AR pattern rifle. From hunting to long 
range precision, or even compliance within heavily regulated states, the Uintah 
Precision can fill all roles. 
 
UPR receivers come with a manufacturer's warranty, MOA guarantee and 30 day 
satisfaction guarantee. 
 
This year, Uintah Precision is debuting their complete bolt action AR rifles. They feature 
matched uppers and lowers both designed and produced in house. The complete 
Uintah Precision Bolt Action AR Rifles provide a clean and sleek design for those that 



are just as concerned about appearance as they are performance, while retaining all the 
features of the original UPR uppers. 
 
 


